
Programmer canvas
NameA tool to help you define your career path

as a programmer.
Date

FRONTEND OR BACKEND

NICHE

MICRO SERVICES OR MONOLITH STEADINESS OR SPEED

SOLO OR MOBDEV, DEVOPS or DEVSECOPS

HIGH OR LOW LEVEL
Do you think you will want to work with Front
end programming (which is what the user sees
such as text, color and interactive buttons)? Or
would you rather work with Backend
Programming (Behindthescenes stuff like
databases and servers)? Or perhaps both ("Full
stack" programming)?

Do you think you will want to stick to having one
monolitic code base, so that you can have
everything be in one place? Or would you rather
use several code bases, each with a different
function, so as to be more flexible and Cloud
Ready?

PREFERRED LANGUAGE(S)
Which niche would you prefer working as a
in? For example FinTech, MedTech, EdTech,
HealthTech, ImpactTech, EnergyTech,
FashionTech, ConstructionTech et.c.

Which language or languages do you think
that you will prefer working with (You might
have to do some research on your own
before being able to answer this)?

Do you think you will want to work purely with Development (Planning, analysis, design) of
software solutions, or do you wish to work with DevOps (Planning, analysis, design,
implementation, testing, implementation and maintenance)? Or perhaps DevSecOps (all of
the above + IT security).

Do you see yourself working on your code on your own, or do you think you would do better
working on it paired up with another person? Or do you think that you would thrive the most as a
programmer if you could team up with several other programmers, all working with the same
code?

Do you think you'll be more into low level
programming languages, where you give
very specific instructions to machines and
gadgets to optimize how they work? Or will
you be more into high level languages,
where you will create more general
instructions that are a bit broader but can be
used and repurposed for many different
things?

Do you think you will be the kind of
programmer who will invest time into writing
perfectly ordered code, with systematic
pedagogic comments, for the benefit of
programmers who come after you? Or do
you think you will be the kind of programmer
who will focus solely on speed, on getting a
prototype or product ready as soon as
possible, in order to be able to keep down
costs and to achieve more?
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